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A Litmus Test For Narendra Modi
The Gujarat poll arithmetic will be crucial to removing hurdles in the way of Modi's leadership in 2014
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India with little emotional bag- during the past decade.
They seek change. But when Manmohan Singh and P ChiThe second reason why the gage of the past. They want jobs,
2014LokSabhaelectionswillbe - development and good govern- they look around they see' dambaram who will lead the
a landmark is that young people ance. They despise corruptionnational OPPOSitionpartles like Congress's 2014Lok Sabha elecborn after July 1991will, for the both the petty sort they encoun- the BJP and large regional par- tion campaign.
first time, be eligible to vote. In ter in their daily lives and the tieslike the SP, BSP, NCP and
But can Modi's appeal among
the May 2009general elections, mega scams they read about on DMKpractising the same brand younger voters spread to the rest
they 'were still not 18 years of the internet and watch unfold- of discredited politics as the of 'the electoral demographic?
age. Why'is July 1991so Impor- ingon television.
Congress: nepotistic, corrupt, The BJP needs around 25%
tant? It marks Manmohan
For them the Gujarat riots of opportunistic. Modi was quick national vote share to win 185
Singh's first interim budget, 2002,theBabridemolitionof1992
to catch the mood of this young Lok Sabha seats. It won 182seats
delivered on July 24 shortly and the anti-Sikh pogrom of 1984 demographic slice. Hence his with 25.59%vote share in 1998
after he was appointed finance are Important"historical events ceaseless use of the internet and and again the same number, 182
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due to a greater number of coalition allies. It won 138seats with
22.16%voteshare in 2004and 116
seats with 18.80%vote share in
2009,It thus needs a swing of
around 6% from its 2009 vote
share to climb back to 185seats.
At that numerical level, it will
attract allies like the AlADMK,
BJD and others apart from old
faithfuls such as the Shiv Sena
and Shiromani AkaliDal.
Three further imponderables are likely to Impact the next
general elections. One,the floating Muslim vote might coalesce
this time around regional parties like the Sp, AIMIM, NCP
and others, cutting into the
Congress's hitherto safe vote
bank. Two, Arvind Kejriwal's
Aani Aadmi party could cannibalise vote shares from both the
. Congress and the BJP though,
as the incumbent, the Congress
is likely to be hurt more Three,
Rahul's debut as the Congress's
prime ministerial candidate too
could backf1re.
In the 2009Lok Sabha elections, following the Mumbai
26/11terror attack and the IndoUS nuclear deal, the electorate
voted for Manmohan Singh's
probity and competence. While
the prime minister's reputation
has since been diminished by
Serialscams,Rahul has acquired
little political equlty of his own
and might not relish a 'direct
prime ministerial contest with
Modi.Another,youngerCEO-PM
could thus be forced upon the
beleagueredCongresswithRahul
taking over Sonia's role party
leader in acontinuingdiarchy.
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